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When a nonlinear system is expressed in terms of the modes of the equivalent linear
system, the nonlinearity often leads to modal coupling terms between the linear modes.
In this paper it is shown that, for a system to exhibit an internal resonance between
modes, a particular type of nonlinear coupling term is required. Such terms impose a
effect of additional modes that are not coupled via phase-locking terms is then investi-
gated by considering the backbone curves of the system. Using the example of a two-
mode model of a taut horizontal cable, the backbone curves are derived for both the case
where phase-locked coupling terms exist, and where there are no phase-locked coupling
terms. Following this, an analytical method for determining stability is used to show that
phase-locking terms are required for internal resonance to occur. Finally, the effect of non-
phase-locked modes is investigated and it is shown that they lead to a stiffening of the
system. Using the cable example, a physical interpretation of this is provided.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Weakly nonlinear systems typically have an underlying linear structure and the underlying linear modes are often used
to describe the fundamental components of the system. In this paper we investigate the coupling terms that are present in
nonlinear systems when projected onto these linear modes. Speciﬁcally, we show how phase-locking conditions in these
terms inﬂuence the internally resonant dynamic behaviour. Such phenomena are often observed in forced, lightly damped,
and weakly nonlinear systems with multiple degrees-of-freedom, which represent a variety of physical applications, see for
example [1–4]. Here, internal resonance is deﬁned as the triggering of a dynamic response of a linear mode of the system
that is not subjected to direct external excitation. Many previous authors have considered problems of this type, see for
example [3,4] and references therein.
In this work we will use the normal form technique proposed by [5] for multi-degree-of-freedom forced, damped,
weakly nonlinear systems. This approach leads naturally to the analysis of backbone curves, which deﬁne the dynamic
behaviour of periodic motions in the unforced and undamped equivalent system, in the amplitude vs frequency plane. These
are equivalent to the loci of the nonlinear normal modes (NNMs), represented in the amplitude vs frequency projection.ier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
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dowski [9] pointed out that bifurcations can occur in the backbone curves of this type, and the same author went on to
analyse beam, membrane and plate examples [10]. More recently, the current authors have used backbone curves to study
internal resonance phenomena in systems of coupled nonlinear oscillators [11–14]. In particular, bifurcations of backbone
curves were used to indicate where an internal resonance may by triggered, however additional solution branches have also
been observed that do not trigger internal resonances. As internal resonance is deﬁned here as a behaviour seen in systems
subject to external excitation, and as the backbone curves describe the unforced and undamped responses, it should be
noted that the backbone curves themselves do not exhibit internal resonance. However, backbone curves do uncover modal
interactions which may lead to internal resonances when external forcing and damping are introduced.
Here, the phenomenon of phase-locking between modes during internal resonance is considered in detail. Much of this
discussion is motivated by the example of a taut cable, introduced in Section 2. Expressions for the backbone curves of the
cable are developed in Section 3 by considering the interactions between pairs of linear modes. This analysis reveals that,
depending on the pairs of modes that are considered, the backbone curves are either phase-locked or phase-unlocked.
One signiﬁcant feature of phase-locking is revealed in Section 4, where it is shown that phase-locked terms are required
for internal resonance. This is demonstrated using an analytical stability analysis, which considers the stability of the zero-
amplitude solution of an unforced linear mode of a general weakly nonlinear system. This general analysis is applied to the
cable example, demonstrating the physical signiﬁcance of this observation. Lastly, in Section 5, the cable example is used to
investigate the inﬂuence of additional, phase-unlocked, modes on the dynamic behaviour of an internally resonant pair of
modes. It is shown that, although this type of mode cannot lead to additional internal resonances, they can impose a
stiffening effect on the system, altering the response of the phase-locked pair. For the cable, this effect can be explained
physically as an increase in the axial tension in the cable, due to the presence of additional modal oscillations.2. Resonant equations of motion
Weakly nonlinear, multi-degree-of-freedom systems are often expressed in terms of the modal coordinates for the
linearised version of the system, as the linear terms will then be decoupled. However, decoupling of the nonlinear terms is
typically not achieved via a linear modal transform, and hence the modes will not, in general, match the NNMs of the
nonlinear system. Note that here we use the term modes to refer to the modes of the linearised system. A multimodal
nonlinear system may be written in modal coordinates, q, as
€qþΓ _qþΛqþNðqÞ ¼ f: (1)
Assuming linear modal damping, the kth diagonal elements in diagonal matrices Γ and Λ are 2ζkωnk and ωnk
2
respectively
and the vector N contains the nonlinear stiffness terms, and f represents the external excitation vector in modal coordinates.
Here, ζk and ωnk are used to denote the linear damping ratio and linear natural frequency of the kth mode respectively.
To analyse weakly nonlinear systems it is helpful to transform the equations of motion into a new set of coordinates, u,
which describe only the resonant components of the response. The dynamic equation in u is termed the resonant equation
of motion. This can then be used to ﬁnd steady-state solutions, in terms of modal amplitudes, via an exact harmonic balance
using trial solutions of the form
uk ¼Uk cos ωrktϕk
 ¼Uk
2
ej ωrktϕkð ÞþUk
2
e j ωrktϕkð Þ ¼ upkþumk; (2)
where ωrk is the response frequency of the kth mode and subscripts p and m indicate positive and negative (minus) complex
exponential terms respectively. The introduction of ωrk allows for the detuning of the kth mode from the linear natural
frequency, ωnk. For a resonant response, this response frequency is typically selected such that it is close to the linear natural
frequency of the mode in question, ωrk ωnk. Note, however, that response frequencies that are not close to the linear natural
frequencies may also be selected, as the assumption that this detuning is small is not a requirement of the technique. Normal
form analysis allows us to ﬁnd the periodic responses of a system, as is assumed when computing NNMs, or the steady-state
response to a sinusoidal forcing. Taking the period to be T ¼ 2π=Ω, the response frequency of the kth mode, ωrk, is an integer
multiple of Ω. Likewise, if the system is forced at a single frequency, the forcing frequency is an integer multiple of Ω.
If forcing is near-resonant, i.e. the frequency of the forcing acting on any mode is close to the natural frequency of that
mode, or if there is no forcing, then the resonant equation of motion is found by applying a nonlinear near-identity
transform to Eq. (1) to give
€qþΓ _qþΛqþNðqÞ ¼ f⟶q ¼ uþhðuÞ €uþΓ _uþΛuþNuðuÞ ¼ f; (3)
where h is a vector of harmonic components. In the formulation shown in Eq. (3), it is assumed that the forcing and
damping terms are resonant, and so are retained in the equation for u. For further discussion of how non-resonant terms are
handled see [5,15]. Additionally, details of how the harmonics h and the transformed nonlinear terms Nu are found are given
in the Appendix.
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing a taut cable excited horizontally.
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As an example we consider the dynamics of a horizontal taut cable, shown schematically in Fig. 1. This is described using
the modal equations of motion, derived in [16] and discussed in detail in [4], which include gravitational sag and tension
effects. The dynamics for the kth in- and out-of-plane modes, denoted zk and yk respectively (where in-plane relates to the
plane in which gravitational sag occurs with the sag acting in the positive direction) may be expressed as
€zkþ2ζkωnk _zkþω2nkzkþ
X1
i ¼ 1
νki
m
zk y
2
i þz2i
 þX1
i ¼ 1
2
γki
m
zkziþ
X1
i ¼ 1
γik
m
y2i þz2i
 ¼ 0;
€ykþ2 ~ζk ~ωnk _ykþ ~ω2nkykþ
X1
i ¼ 1
νki
m
yk y
2
i þz2i
 þX1
i ¼ 1
2
γki
m
ykzi ¼
2ð1Þk
kπ
€vℓ; (4)
where it is assumed that an inﬁnite number of modes exist in both the in-plane and out-of-plane directions. We note that k
denotes the mode number, but for this structure there are two modes corresponding to each mode number: the kth in-
plane, and the kth out-of-plane mode, as is reﬂected in the equations above. Here we use tilde, ~, to denote an out-of-plane
parameter, and later it is also used to distinguish the out-of-plane modal variables. Linear modal damping is assumed, with
damping ratios ζk and ~ζk for the kth in- and out-of-plane modes respectively. It can also be seen that forcing takes the form
of an out-of-plane support motion, vℓ, at the x¼ ℓ support, where ℓ is the distance between supports. The parameter m
describes the modal mass, and the nonlinear parameters γik and νik arise from the gravitational sag and from the dynamic
tension respectively. These nonlinear parameters are deﬁned in [16] where it is shown that νik ¼ i2k2ν11 and that, for even k,
γik ¼ 0.
The linear natural frequencies of the kth in- and out-of-plane modes are written ωnk and ~ωnk respectively. Note that, for
all out-of-plane modes and the even in-plane modes, these natural frequencies are proportional to the mode number k,
while the natural frequencies of the odd in-plane modes are slightly higher than the equivalent out-of-plane ones. These
equations have been used, for example, to analyse the onset of internal resonance [17,18] and whirling motion [12].
Here we consider the interactions between the ath unforced in-plane mode and the bth forced out-of-plane mode of the
cable. Using q¼ za yb
 T ¼ qa ~qb T, where the tilde notation is again used to denote the out-of-plane modes, the equations
of motion for these two modes may be written in the matrix form of Eq. (1) with
Γ ¼
2ζaωna 0
0 2 ~ζb ~ωnb
" #
; Λ¼
ω2na 0
0 ~ω2nb
" #
; f ¼ 1
m
0
RbΩ
2 cos ðbΩtÞ
 !
;
N qð Þ ¼ 1
m
νaaq3aþνabqa ~q2bþ3γaaq2aþγba ~q2b
νbaq2a ~qbþνbb ~q3bþ2γbaqa ~qb
0
@
1
A; (5)
where it has been assumed that the support motion is sinusoidal, such that vℓ ¼ V cos bΩtð Þ, and hence Rb ¼ m2ð1Þ
b
π bV .
Additionally, it is assumed that bΩ is close to the out-of-plane linear natural frequency ~ωnb and so may be treated as
resonant.
As part of the normal form technique, we write N as a function of u, rather than of q – see [5] for further details.
Therefore, using uk ¼ upkþumk, gives
N uð Þ ¼ 1
m
νaa upaþuma
 3þνab upaþuma  ~upbþ ~umb 2þ3γaa upaþuma 2þγba ~upbþ ~umb 2
νba upaþuma
 2 ~upbþ ~umb þνbb ~upbþ ~umb 3þ2γba upaþuma  ~upbþ ~umb 
0
@
1
A: (6)
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nð ÞT ¼ 1
m
νaa 0
3νaa 0
0 νba
0 νba
3νaa 0
0 2νba
0 2νba
νab 0
2νab 0
νab 0
νaa 0
0 νba
0 νba
νab 0
2νab 0
νab 0
0 νbb
0 3νbb
0 3νbb
0 νbb
3γaa 0
6γaa 0
0 2γba
0 2γba
3γaa 0
0 2γba
0 2γba
γba 0
2γba 0
γba 0
2
66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
3
77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
; u ¼
u3pa
u2pauma
u2pa ~upb
u2pa ~umb
upau2ma
upauma ~upb
upauma ~umb
upa ~u
2
pb
upa ~upb ~umb
upa ~u
2
mb
u3ma
u2ma ~upb
u2ma ~umb
uma ~u
2
pb
uma ~upb ~umb
uma ~u
2
mb
~u3pb
~u2pb ~umb
~upb ~u
2
mb
~u3mb
u2pa
upauma
upa ~upb
upa ~umb
u2ma
uma ~upb
uma ~umb
~u2pb
~upb ~umb
~u2mb
2
6666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
3
7777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
;
β
 T ¼Ω2
8a2 –
0 –
– 4aðaþbÞ
– 4aðabÞ
0 –
– 0
– 0
4bðaþbÞ –
0 –
4bðbaÞ –
8a2 –
– 4aðabÞ
– 4aðaþbÞ
4bðbaÞ –
0 –
4bðbþaÞ –
– 8b2
– 0
– 0
– 8b2
3a2 –
a2 –
– aðaþ2bÞ
– aða2bÞ
3a2 –
– aða2bÞ
– aðaþ2bÞ
4b2a2 –
a2 –
4b2a2 –
2
66666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666666664
3
77777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777777775
: (7)
Here we have written the response frequencies as ωra ¼ aΩ and ~ωrb ¼ bΩ, recalling that Ω¼ 2π=T , where T is the period of
the response. The elements in β containing dashes are not needed as they correspond to elements in n with a value
of zero.
From this expression for β it can be seen that some terms are zero regardless of the values of a and b, these are referred
to as unconditionally resonant terms [11]. In addition, there are conditionally resonant terms, which are zero if a relationship
between a and b is met. From inspection of β it can be seen that conditionally resonant terms occur if a¼b (elements
½1;10; ½1;14; ½2;4 and ½2;12) or if a¼ 2b (elements ½1;28; ½1;30; ½2;24 and ½2;26). However for the case where a¼ 2b,
the corresponding values in n are all a function ofγba which is zero if a is even, as it must be to satisfy a¼ 2b. Hence a¼ 2b
does not result in non-zero conditionally resonant terms.
To proceed, therefore, we consider two cases; (i) the case where a¼b which contains conditionally resonant terms and
(ii) the more general case where aab which only contains unconditionally resonant terms. Keeping the resonant terms in
the equation of motion and removing the non-resonant ones using the q-u transform results in the resonant equation of
motion €uþΓ _uþΛuþNuðuÞ ¼ f where
NuðuÞ ¼ 1m
3νaaupaumauaþ2νab ~upb ~umbuaþδa;bνab upa ~u2mbþuma ~u2pb
 
2νbaupauma ~ubþ3νbb ~upb ~umb ~ubþδa;bνba u2pa ~umbþu2ma ~upb
 
0
B@
1
CA; (8)
and where δa;b is the Kronecker Delta function, where δa;b ¼ 0 when aab, and δa;b ¼ 1 when a¼ b.
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To calculate the backbone curves, the trial solution, Eq. (2), is substituted into the unforced, undamped equations of
motion, €uþΛuþNuðuÞ ¼ 0. Making this substitution into the kth equation, €ukþω2nkukþNukðuÞ ¼ 0, and balancing the ejωrkt
terms gives
Uk ω2nkω2rk
 þ2Nþukejϕkt ¼ 0; (9)
where, making use of the fact that the transformed dynamic equation contains only resonant terms, we have written
Nuk uð Þ ¼NþukejωrktþNuke jωrkt : (10)
Note that balancing the e jωrkt gives the complex conjugate of this expression and so offers no extra information when used
to compute a solution. The imaginary parts of these equations (for 1rkrn, where n is the number of modes) may be used
to ﬁnd any phase conditions between the modes. The real parts may then be solved to ﬁnd expressions for the backbone
curves.
In the case of the cable example, Eq. (9) may be written as
ω2naω2raþ
1
4m
3νaaU2aþ2νab ~U
2
bþδa;bνab ~U
2
be
2j ϕa ~ϕb
   	
Ua ¼ 0; (11)
~ω2nb ~ω2rbþ
1
4m
2νbaU
2
aþ3νbb ~U
2
bþδa;bνbaU2ae2j
~ϕbϕa
   	
~Ub ¼ 0: (12)
For the general case, aab, there is no phase relationship imposed by the equations of motion (as the Kronecker delta
functions set the imaginary parts of Eq. (9) to zero) and we have the amplitude–response frequency expressions
for aab: ω2naω2raþ
1
4m
3νaaU2aþ2νab ~U
2
b
h i 	
Ua ¼ 0; (13)
~ω2nb ~ω2rbþ
1
4m
2νbaU
2
aþ3νbb ~U
2
b
h i 	
~Ub ¼ 0: (14)
Recall that, for a single frequency resonant response,Ω¼ωra=a¼ ~ωrb=b. However for the special case where a¼ b, to satisfy
the imaginary part of Eq. (9), the phase condition sin 2 ~ϕaϕa
 h i
¼ 0 must be met. This leads to either the phase rela-
tionship ~ϕaϕa ¼ 0;π;… with e2j
~ϕaϕa
 
¼ 1 or ~ϕaϕa ¼ π=2;3π=2;… with e2j
~ϕaϕa
 
¼ 1. Hence, we say that the
modes are phase-locked when
for a¼ b: ω2naa2Ω2þ
νaa
4m
3U2aþð2þpÞ ~U
2
a
h in o
Ua ¼ 0; (15)
~ω2naa2Ω2þ
νaa
4m
ð2þpÞU2aþ3 ~U
2
a
h in o
~Ua ¼ 0; (16)
where p¼1 if the modes are in-phase or in anti-phase, ~ϕaϕa ¼ 0;π, and p¼ 1 if the modes are out-of-phase,
~ϕaϕa ¼ π=2;3π=2.
We ﬁnd that there are two single-mode backbone solutions, which are independent of the relationship between modes a
and b. These backbone curves are also independent of p, which only appears in mixed-mode terms. By inspection of Eqs. (13)
and (14) and of Eqs. (15) and (16), these solutions (in terms of the resonant response) are the in-plane-only mode
S1: ~Ub ¼ 0; a2Ω2 ¼ω2naþ
3νaa
4m
U2a ; (17)
and the out-of-plane-only mode
S2: Ua ¼ 0; b2Ω2 ¼ ~ω2nbþ
3νbb
4m
~U
2
b : (18)
In addition to these, there are mixed-mode solutions. To ﬁnd these, ﬁrstly the special case of a¼b will be considered
followed by the general case aab.
3.1. The phase-locked case: a¼b
Taking the case where a¼ b, Ua and ~Ua denote the amplitudes of the in- and out-of-plane modes respectively. There are
potentially four types of solution, as has been discussed for the case where a¼ b¼ 1 in [12]: two single-mode solutions, S1
and S2; and two mixed-mode solutions. These mixed-mode solutions may be found by setting the contents of the bracketed
terms in Eqs. (15) and (16) to zero and eliminating the response frequency giving the amplitude relationship
νaa
4m
ð1pÞ ~U2aU2a
 
¼ω2na ~ω2naZ0; (19)
using the fact that ωnaZ ~ωna.
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relationship between the amplitudes of the two modes. Using Eq. (15), for this case we can write
S37a ¼ b;even a: a
2Ω2 ¼ω2naþ
3νaa
4m
U2aþ ~U
2
a
 
; for even a; (20)
where, for S3þ and S3-, the phase difference is ~ϕaϕa ¼ 0 and ~ϕaϕa ¼ π respectively. Note that, for even values of a,
solutions S1 and S2 are special cases of solution S37 . Physically, in a plane intersecting the chord line (see Fig. 1) we have a
physical amplitude of oscillation at mid-span of
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
U2aþ ~U
2
a
q
with a linear natural frequency of ωna ¼ ~ωna.
Now considering the case where p¼ 1, from Eq. (19) we have
νaa
2m
~U
2
aU2a
 
¼ω2na ~ω2naZ0: (21)
Here, using Eqs. (15) and (16), the resonant frequency may be written as
S47a ¼ b: a
2Ω2 ¼ νaa
2m
~U
2
aþU2a
 
þ1
2
ω2naþ ~ω2na
 
~U
2
a ¼U2aþ
2m
νaa
ω2na ~ω2na
 
; (22)
where for S4þ and S4 the phase is ~ϕaϕa ¼ π=2 and ~ϕaϕa ¼ π=2 respectively, such that the cable is whirling
clockwise or anti-clockwise. Note that Ua¼0 is a valid solution to Eq. (22), and in this case the solution lies on S2. This point
represents a bifurcation between S2 and the whirling S47 solutions, see [12]. Note also for the case where a is even, such
that ωna ¼ ~ωna, S47 describes responses in which Ua ¼ ~Ua and the bifurcation occurs at zero-amplitude.
As an example, we now consider a cable with a length of 1.5 m, a diameter of 5 mm, a density of 3000 kg m3, Young's
Modulus of 2 1011 Pa and a static tension of 200 N, as originally described in [12]. Fig. 2 shows the backbone curves for the
case where a¼ b¼ 1 for the ﬁrst in- and out-of-plane modes. The non-zero S1 and S2 solutions are conﬁned to U1, panel (a),
and ~U1, panel (b), respectively. At approximately Ω¼ 124:8 rad s1, the mixed-mode backbone S47 bifurcates off the S2
solution branch with U1 ¼ 0, with increasing U1 and ~U1 away from the bifurcation point.
3.2. The phase-unlocked case: aab
Considering the general case where aab, Eqs. (13) and (14), we again have the two single-mode solutions S1 and S2 (Eqs.
(17) and (18)). In addition, as with a¼b, it is possible to have solutions where both modes are present. Taking Eqs. (13) and
(14) and eliminating Ω¼ωrk=k give
b2 ~U
2
ba2U2a ¼
4m
a2ν11
ω2na
a2
b2
~ω2nb
 
; (23)
where it has been recalled that νij ¼ i2j2ν11. Note that ωnaZða=bÞ ~ωnb so the bracketed term is positive or zero. Using this
equation and Eq. (14) to calculate the resonant frequency, the mixed-mode solution may be summarised as
S5aab: ~ω
2
rb ¼
b2
a2
ω2ra ¼ ~ω2nbþ
ν11b
2
4m
2a2U2aþ3b2 ~U
2
b
 
~U
2
b ¼
a2
b2
U2aþ
4m
a2b2ν11
ω2na
a2
b2
~ω2nb
 
: (24)
Note that there is no phase condition imposed on the modal contributions, this is indicated by the  superscript. Here Ua¼0
is a valid solution and at this point the solution lies on S2, hence this solution branch bifurcates from S2.
Fig. 3 shows the case where a¼1 and b¼3, in the projection of the response frequency, Ω, against the fundamental
response amplitude of the third out-of-plane mode, ~U3. It can be seen that it is qualitatively similar to the plot shown inFig. 2. Backbone curves for a two-mode cable model, considering the case where resonance occurs in either one linear mode, or in both. The resonant
amplitudes are shown in terms of the linear modal contribution from (a) the ﬁrst in-plane mode and (b) the ﬁrst out-of-plane mode. These backbone
curves are found using the parameters m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1, ~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1 and ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2.
Fig. 3. Backbone curves for a cable, with parameters deﬁned in [12], considering the case where resonance occurs in either or both of the ﬁrst in-plane and
third out-of-plane modes. These backbone curves are found using the parameters m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1, ~ωn3 ¼ 366:1 rad s1 and
ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2.
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with response amplitude U1, will be at one-third the frequency of the ~U3 component. We note that, to get a full picture of
the dynamic interactions in the cable, all combinations of modes must be considered; however here we show an example
interaction between a pair of modes.4. Internal resonance
Now we consider the potential for the system to exhibit internal resonance, i.e. to respond in a mode that is not directly
excited. This will be achieved by considering the zero-amplitude response stability of an unforced mode. If the zero-
amplitude response solution is unstable, due to the presence of another mode, then an internal resonance of the unforced
mode will be observed. The ﬁndings will be applied to our example system by considering the response of the ath in-plane
mode when the cable is excited out-of-plane close to the frequency of the bth out-of-plane mode. From the backbone
analysis, it is revealed that the two-mode cable system is likely to exhibit internal resonance due to the presence of mixed-
mode backbone curves. This potential internal resonance is examined by considering the stability of the zero-amplitude
response solution to the ath in-plane mode.
To assess the stability of the zero-solution of an unforced mode in a general system, we must consider the response of
the mode when subjected to a perturbation away from zero. This is achieved by allowing the amplitude and phase of the
response to vary slowly in time which, for the kth mode, may be expressed using
uk ¼ upkþumk ¼
Upk εtð Þ
2
ejωrktþUmk εtð Þ
2
e jωrkt ; (25)
where, from comparison with Eq. (2), Upk ¼Uke jϕk and Umk ¼Ukejϕk . Here we have two time-scales: the oscillatory motion
at frequency ωrk, and a slowly varying amplitude represented by the amplitude dependence on εt where ε is a bookkeeping
aid [19] used to indicate a small parameter (and may be removed at an appropriate stage by setting it to unity). The use of
this type of solution is discussed at length in [4,11]. Using a fast- and slow-time approach the derivatives of this solution can
be written as
_upk ¼
1
2
jωrkUpkejωrkt ; _umk ¼ 
1
2
jωrkUmke jωrkt ;
€upk ¼ 
ω2rk
2
Upkþ jωrk _Upk
 !
ejωrkt ; €umk ¼ 
ω2rk
2
Umk jωrk _Umk
 !
e jωrkt : (26)
Here the ﬁrst derivatives are expressed to order ε0 as they will only be used in small terms in the equations of motion
(damping is assumed to be small), whereas the second derivatives are expressed to order ε1 as they will be used in large
terms, hence preserving the accuracy of the solution to order ε1.
To proceed, this solution is substituted into the resonant equation of motion for an unforced mode
€ukþ2ζkωnk _ukþω2nkukþNukðuÞ ¼ 0, and then the ejωrkt and e jωrkt terms in the resulting equation are balanced (as the
equation is resonant there are no other complex exponential terms in time so this balance is exact) to give
_Upk ¼
1
2ωrk
j ω2nkω2rk
 
Upkþ2NþukðuÞ
 2ζkωnkωrkUpk ;
_Umk ¼
1
2ωrk
 j ω2nkω2rk
 
Umkþ2NukðuÞ
 2ζkωnkωrkUmk : (27)
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The stability of these steady-state solutions may be assessed, to the ﬁrst order of accuracy of a Taylor series expansion, by
examining the eigenvalues of Df zðzs; tÞ, where Df zðz; tÞ is the Jacobian of f ðz; tÞ; if the real part of the eigenvalues are positive
then the solution is unstable, see for example [4]. Using Eq. (27), the Jacobian may be expressed as
Df zðz; tÞ ¼
1
2ωrk

j ω2nkω2rkþ2∂Nþuk=∂Upk
 2ζkωnkωrk j2∂Nþuk=∂Umk
j2∂Nuk=∂Upk  j ω2nkω2rkþ2∂Nuk=∂Umk
 2ζkωnkωrk
 !
; (28)
where we have used Eq. (10) to reﬂect that fact that NukðuÞ has ejωrkt and e jωrkt terms. Since we are interested in the zero-
amplitude response solution, we need to set z¼ zs ¼ ½0 0T. Additionally, it can be assumed that the perturbed solution is
small, and hence any terms containing UipkU
j
mk where iþ j41 are considered to be negligible.
4.1. The form of the resonant nonlinearities
Before proceeding, it is worth considering further the form of NukðuÞ. Firstly, we know that all terms contain at least one
Upk
1
or Umk
1
term, otherwise the zero-amplitude response solution would not exist. Secondly, we know that these terms are
resonant, but, considering Eq. (A.1), we can see that there are two ways of satisfying this: either via a positive or a negative
root. We also know that the higher order terms of ½Upk; Umk do not need to be considered in the stability assessment as they
disappear when evaluating the Jacobian for z¼ zs ¼ ½0 0T. Finally, we know that NukðuÞ is real.
Considering a multimode system with the zero-amplitude response solution in mode k, which has resonant frequency
ωrk ¼ rkΩ, there are four possible types of resonant term which are functions of either Upk1 or Umk1 , these are
p1: upk ∏
i;iak
uspipi u
smi
mi with:
X
i;iak
riðspismiÞ ¼ 0; (29)
p2: upk ∏
i;iak
uspipi u
smi
mi with:
X
i;iak
riðspismiÞ ¼ 2rk; (30)
p3: umk ∏
i;iak
uspipi u
smi
mi with:
X
i;iak
riðspismiÞ ¼ 2rk; (31)
p4: umk ∏
i;iak
uspipi u
smi
mi with:
X
i;iak
riðspismiÞ ¼ 0: (32)
Possibilities p1 and p4 place no condition on the response frequency ωrk and hence are phase-unlocked terms with respect
to the kth mode. They also result in a positive and negative complex exponential in time for the upk and umk terms
respectively, and so appear in the leading-diagonal terms of the Jacobian. Furthermore, as these terms may be written Nuukuk,
where Nuk
u
is time-independent, it may be seen that Nuk
u
must be real. In contrast, p2 and p3 require a frequency relationship
between the kth mode and the other modes in the system. Using Eq. (2), this results in a phase of the nonlinear term,
relative to the linear term, of 2ϕkþ
P
i;iak½ϕiðspismiÞ ¼ nπ for both solutions. As p2 is a negative complex exponential in
time and p3 a positive one, these phase-locked terms will appear in the off-diagonals of the Jacobian, and these terms form a
complex conjugate pair, ensuring that NukðuÞ is real.
Using the response solution given by Eq. (25), this allows us to write
NukðuÞ ¼NuukUpkejωrktþNuukUmke jωrktþNlukUpke jωrktþN
l
ukUmke
jωrktþh:o:t ., (33)
where superscripts u and l indicate phase-unlocked and locked terms respectively, and the overbar indicates the complex
conjugate, and we note that Nuuk is real. Additionally, note that these terms are in the order p1, p4, p2 and p3.
Using this, the form of the resonant nonlinearities allows the Jacobian matrix, Eq. (28), to be rewritten as
Df z z; tð Þ ¼
1
2ωrk

j ω2nkω2rkþ2Nuuk
 2ζkωnkωrk j2Nluk
 j2Nluk j ω2nkω2rkþ2Nuuk
 2ζkωnkωrk
0
@
1
A: (34)
4.2. Zero-amplitude response stability
Using the form of the resonant nonlinearities given in Eq. (33) the eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix may be written as
ð2ωrkλÞ2þ4ζkωnkωrkð2ωrkλÞþ4ζ2kω2nkω2rkþðω2nkω2rkþ2NuukÞ24NlukN
l
uk ¼ 0: (35)
It follows that for the real part of an eigenvalue, λ, to be positive we require
4ζ2kω
2
nkω
2
rkþðω2nkω2rkþ2NuukÞ2r4NlukN
l
uk: (36)
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mode is that Nluk must be non-zero. Hence, for the triggering of a response in an unforced mode, phase-locked terms are
required.
4.3. Application to the cable example
Now, considering the cable example when the bth out-of-plane mode is excited directly, we determine whether the ath
in-plane mode may respond via internal resonance. Using the ﬁrst line in Eq. (8), along with Eqs. (25) and (33), we can write
Nuua ¼
νab
4m
~Upb ~Umb; N
l
ua ¼
νab
8m
δa;b ~U
2
pb; N
l
ua ¼
νab
8m
δa;b ~U
2
mb: (37)
Considering Eq. (36) it can be seen that an unstable zero-amplitude response solution for the bth mode can only exist when
a¼b. Therefore, for aab, while we have calculated mixed-mode backbone curves (solutions S5aab), no internally resonant
forced response along these backbone curves will be observed. For the case where a¼ b, using Eq. (36), the point of
instability of zero-amplitude response solution of the ath in-plane mode, i.e. the point at which a response of the in-plane
mode is triggered, occurs when the forced response solution of the ath out-of-plane mode crosses the resonant tongue
deﬁned by
4ζ2aω
2
naω
2
raþ ω2naω2raþ
νaa
2m
~U
2
a
 2
¼ ν
2
aa
16m2
~U
4
a ; (38)
where we have noted that ~Upa ~Uma ¼ ~U
2
a by comparing Eqs. (2) and (25).
Note that in the cable analysis we could have considered the forcing of many out-of-plane modes. This would have
shown that the ith in-plane modes can only be triggered, but will not necessarily be triggered, by a response in the ith out-
of-plane mode as it is just this mode which provides a phase-locked coupling. It is also interesting to note that there are no
phase-locked terms between different in-plane or between different out-of-plane modes (the equations take the same form
as between an in- and an out-of-plane mode). A special case is when the cable is inclined, when additional parametric
forcing terms are introduced due to the inclination, allowing a 1:2 resonance, see for example [17,18].
Fig. 4(a) shows the forced response of the cable due to out-of-plane support excitation when the ﬁrst in-plane and the
ﬁrst out-of-plane modes are considered. For this, and subsequent ﬁgures, the forced response was calculated using
numerical continuation, whereas the backbone curves were generated from the analytical solutions derived earlier. Note
that forced responses may also be found analytically using the second-order normal form technique – see, for example,
[5,14]. Here, however, numerical continuation is employed to validate the assumptions used to ﬁnd the backbone curves.
The transitions between the white and the green background to Fig. 4(a) mark the resonant tongue, given by Eq. (38). The
points at which the primary forced response curve, containing only the out-of-plane mode, meets this boundary, coincide
with bifurcation points. An additional branch, containing both the in- and out-of-plane modes, emerges from these bifur-
cation points and envelops the S47 backbone. In the case of the upper bifurcation point, it can be seen that the solution
following S2 becomes unstable at the bifurcation, indicating the loss of stability of the zero-amplitude response solution of
the in-plane mode. In contrast, for the case where the ﬁrst in-plane and the third out-of-plane modes are considered, Fig. 4
(b), there is no resonant tongue, and the response envelops S2 throughout.5. Stiffening effects
We have seen that, to observe internal resonance between a forced and an unforced mode, phase-locking resonant terms
are necessary but not sufﬁcient. In the case of the cable example such terms only exist between the kth in- and kth out-of-
plane modes. The resulting motion envelops a mixed-mode backbone curve (or NNM branch), namely the S47 solution
branch for the cable example. We now consider the effect of other modes on the onset of internal resonance between a
forced and an unforced mode that have phase-locking resonant terms. For this discussion we consider the cable example
and, speciﬁcally, we investigate the inﬂuence of an additional out-of-plane mode that is subjected to near-resonant forcing.
The cth out-of-plane mode may experience near-resonant excitation when the support motion is
vℓ ¼ Vb cos bΩtð ÞþVc cos cΩtð Þ. From Eq. (4), this leads to the modal equations of motion, written
m €qaþ2ζaωna _qaþω2naqa
 þνaaq3aþνabqa ~q2bþνacqa ~q2c þ3γaaq2aþγba ~q2bþγca ~q2c ¼ 0;
m €~qbþ2 ~ζb ~ωnb _~qbþ ~ω2nb ~qbÞþνbaq2a ~qbþνbb ~q3bþνbc ~qb ~q2c þ2γbaqa ~qb ¼ RbbΩ2 cos bΩtð ÞþRbcΩ2 cos cΩtð Þ;

m €~qcþ2 ~ζ c ~ωnc _~qcþ ~ω2nc ~qcÞþνcaq2a ~qcþνcb ~q2b ~qcþνcc ~q3c þ2γcaqa ~qc ¼ RcbΩ2 cos bΩtð ÞþRccΩ2 cos cΩtð Þ;

(39)
where Rij ¼ m2ð1Þ
i
iπ j
2Vj, and where, from Eq. (4), qa¼za, ~qb ¼ yb and ~qc ¼ yc.
To fully apply the normal form technique to the forced system requires a forcing transform, q¼ vþe, prior to the
nonlinear transform, u¼ vþh, [20,15]. This transform removes non-resonant forcing terms from each modal equation, by
introducing parametric excitation terms into the nonlinear vector. However, a ﬁrst approximation is to assume that the out-
Fig. 4. Forced response of the cable using a two-mode model consisting of the ath in-plane mode and the bth out-of-plane mode, where (a) a¼ b¼ 1 and
(b) a¼ 1 and b¼ 3. Backbone curves are shown in dark grey, stable and unstable forced responses are shown in blue and red respectively and the loss of
stability of the zero-amplitude response solution for the in-plane mode is shown as a transition between the white and the green backgrounds. These
backbone curves correspond to those shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and are computed using the parameters m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1,
~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1, ~ωn3 ¼ 366:1 rad s1 and ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2. Additionally, to compute the forced responses, the nonlinear parameter values
γ11 ¼ 1:188 104 kg m1 s2 and γ31 ¼ 1:069 105 kg m1 s2 are used. In both forcing cases, the modal damping is ζ1 ¼ ~ζ1 ¼ ~ζ3 ¼ 0:002 and the
amplitude of displacement of the support is V ¼ 0:02 mm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the
web version of this paper.)
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us to ﬁnd, albeit approximate, solutions using the analysis outlined in the previous sections.
Using this approximation, we now consider how the presence of the cth out-of-plane mode inﬂuences the modal
interactions between the ath in-plane and bth out-of-plane modes (where a¼b). The analysis used to identify the NNMs
relating to the ath in-plane and bth out-of-plane modes is modiﬁed to include terms due to the presence of the directly
excited cth out-of-plane mode, due to the νacqa ~q
2
c and νbc ~qb ~q
2
c terms in the equations of motion. Redeﬁning the resonant
response vector as u¼ ½ua ~ub ~uc> ¼ ½ua ~ua ~uc> , the vector containing the resonant nonlinear terms for the three modes,
formerly Eq. (8), is given by
Nu uð Þ ¼
1
m
3νaaupaumauaþνaa 2 ~upa ~umauaþupa ~u2maþuma ~u2pa
 
þ2νac ~upc ~umcua
νaa 2upauma ~uaþu2pa ~umaþu2ma ~upa
 
þ3νaa ~upa ~uma ~uaþ2νac ~upc ~umc ~ua
2νcaupauma ~ucþ2νca ~upa ~uma ~ucþ3νcc ~upc ~umc ~uc
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: (40)
Here we have made use of the fact that we are interested in the case where a¼b (and so aac).
Considering the unforced system €uþΛuþNuðuÞ ¼ 0, the S2 (i.e. ath out-of-plane-only response) and S47 (i.e. ath in-
plane and ath out-of-plane phase-locked response) now have the additional condition that ~Uc ¼ 0. However, if the cth mode
exhibits a response, the backbone curves are affected due to the action of the last term in each of the ﬁrst two rows of Nu.
The phase-locked, free response equations, Eqs. (15) and (16), are now
ω2naa2Ω2þ
νaa
4m
3U2aþð2þpÞ ~U
2
aþ2 ~U
2
c
h in o
Ua ¼ 0; (41)
~ω2naa2Ω2þ
νaa
4m
ð2þpÞU2aþ3 ~U
2
aþ2 ~U
2
c
h in o
~Ua ¼ 0: (42)
Hence the response solution is modiﬁed away from the backbone expression for S2 due to the presence of the ~Uca0
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Ua ¼ 0; a2Ω2 ¼ ~ω2naþ
νac
2m
~U
2
c
 
þ3νaa
4m
~U
2
a : (43)
Likewise, S47a ¼ b becomes
a2Ω2 ¼ νaa
2m
~U
2
aþU2a
 
þνac
2m
~U
2
c
 
þ1
2
ω2naþ ~ω2na
 
; (44)
~U
2
a ¼ U2aþ
2m
νaa
ω2na ~ω2na
 
: (45)
It can be seen that the effect of the ~Uc response is to shift the solutions in the frequency plane. Note that these solutions are
not necessarily backbones capturing a NNM response of the system, as NNMs require a periodic motion, whereas here the
frequency of the cth out-of-plane mode is unconstrained, i.e. it is not necessary that ~ωrc ¼ cΩ. However they do demon-
strate that the presence of other modes makes the system appear stiffer. Physically, this can be interpreted as a change in the
tension of the cable, due to the presence of other modes – the dynamic tension of a cable contains zero-frequency response
terms of the form θ2kUk, where θk is the modeshape of the kth mode [4]. Related to this, the ﬁnal example in [14] shows that,
when excited out-of-plane, the zero-frequency cable response in all the in-plane modes is equivalent to a correction to the
static sag. It can be shown that the forced response of the ath out-of-plane mode is similarly affected, namely the cable
appears stiffer.
We now consider the effect of the cth out-of-plane mode on the resonant tongue, recalling that this marks the onset of a
response in the ath in-plane mode, triggered via the corresponding ath out-of-plane mode, due to phase-locking terms
between these modes. Due to the additional nonlinear terms for the ath in-plane mode, due to the cth out-of-plane mode,
see Eq. (40), the Nuua term, see Eq. (33), is modiﬁed to
Nuua ¼
νaa
4m
~Upa ~Umaþ
νac
4m
~Upc ~Umc: (46)
Using Eq. (36), the stability condition, for the case where there is a constant ~Uc response, may be written as
4ζ2aω
2
naω
2
raþ ω2naω2raþ
νaa
2m
~U
2
aþ
νac
2m
~U
2
c
 2
¼ ν
2
aa
16m2
~U
4
a : (47)
As with the solution curves, the effect of a non-zero ~Uc can be viewed as a shift in the frequency domain, equivalent to
having an adjusted natural frequency, ω^na, of the form
ω^2na ¼ω2naþ
νac
2m
~U
2
c : (48)
This adjustment to the effective linear natural frequency is identical to the adjustment for the solution curves.
Considering the cable system used in the previous ﬁgures, we can view the effect of the cth out-of-plane mode. Firstly we
explore the somewhat artiﬁcial example where the forcing is such that the resonant response amplitude of the cth out-of-
plane mode, ~Uc, is constant and the harmonics are assumed to be small. Fig. 5 considers the case where a¼ b¼ 1 and c¼ 3,
and shows the response of the cable in terms of the resonant amplitude of the ath, i.e. ﬁrst out-of-plane mode. The single-
mode response to the forcing is shown, along with the bifurcation points at which the mixed-mode response is triggered
(black dots) and the subsequent mixed-mode response. To aid comparison with the case where the resonant response
amplitude of the third out-of-plane mode, ~U3, is zero, the backbone curves and resonant tongue for the ~U3 ¼ 0 case, Fig. 4Fig. 5. Forced response of the cable using a three-mode model consisting of the ﬁrst in-plane mode, the ﬁrst and third out-of-plane modes, for the artiﬁcial
case where the resonant response amplitude of the third out-of-plane mode, ~U3, is constant, at ~U 3 ¼ 0:5 mm. These responses have been computed using
the following parameter values: m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1, ~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1, ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2, γ11 ¼ 1:188 104 kg m1 s2,
γ31 ¼ 1:069 105 kg m1 s2, ζ1 ¼ ~ζ1 ¼ 0:002 and V ¼ 0:015 mm.
Fig. 6. Forced response of the cable using a three-mode model consisting of the ﬁrst in-plane mode, the ﬁrst and third out-of-plane modes, showing the
plane of unforced undamped responses and the resonant tongue. This represents the artiﬁcial case where the resonant response amplitude of the third out-
of-plane mode, ~U3, is constant. These responses have been computed using the same parameters as those used in Fig. 5; i.e. m¼ 0:04418 kg,
ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1, ~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1, ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2, γ11 ¼ 1:188 104 kg m1 s2, γ31 ¼ 1:069 105 kg m1 s2, ζ1 ¼ ~ζ1 ¼ 0:002
and V ¼ 0:015 mm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
Fig. 7. Forced response of the cable using a three-mode model consisting of the ﬁrst in-plane mode, and the ﬁrst and third out-of-plane modes, for the case
where the excitation amplitude of the forcing near the third out-of-plane mode, V3, is constant. Blue curves denote stable solutions and red curves,
unstable solutions. Black dots indicate the intersection with the resonant tongue, and the bifurcations onto the internally resonant responses. The para-
meters used here are identical to those used in Figs. 5 and 6; i.e. m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1, ~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1, ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2,
γ11 ¼ 1:188 104 kg m1 s2, γ31 ¼ 1:069 105 kg m1 s2 and ζ1 ¼ ~ζ1 ¼ 0:002. Additionally, the excitation amplitudes V1 ¼ 0:015 mm and
V3 ¼ 0:01 mm are used – as described in Eqs. (39). See Fig. 8 for projections from this plot onto the ~U 1 vs Ω, and ~U 3 vs Ω planes. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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responses are both shifted in frequency due to the presence of the third out-of-plane mode. Likewise, the forced response is
shifted, but here we note that the peak amplitude of the response is also affected due to the increased frequency at which
the peak response occurs (this can be seen when compared with Fig. 4(a)).
These responses can be represented on a 3D plot, see Fig. 6. Here the backbone curve (where ~U3 ¼ 0) has been projected
onto the unforced, undamped system response surface (shaded in blue) and the resonant tongue onto a resonant tongue
surface (shaded in green). The two forced responses (corresponding to Figs. 4(a) and 5) are also shown for the case where
there is no in-plane response, and where black dots indicate the points at which the in-plane response is triggered.
Now, considering the more realistic case in which the third out-of-plane mode is excited at a constant amplitude of
support motion, due to the interactions between the two out-of-plane modes the stiffening effect varies with excitation
frequency. Fig. 7 shows the response for the case where the in-plane resonant motion is zero, along with the internally
resonant branches. It can be seen that the resonant tongue, which shifts as ~U3 increases, due to the stiffening effect, captures
these trigger points well.
This discussion indicates that, when multiple out-of-plane modes are present, while the in-plane mode is only triggered
by the corresponding out-of-plane mode, i.e. when a¼ b, the presence of other out-of-plane modes will alter the behaviour
Fig. 8. Two projections from Fig. 7, showing the forced response of the cable using a three-mode model consisting of the ﬁrst in-plane mode, the ﬁrst and third
out-of-plane modes, for the case where V3 is constant. (a) shows ~U 1 vs Ω, and (b) shows ~U 3 vs Ω. Blue curves denote stable periodic solutions and red curves,
unstable periodic solutions. Black dots indicate the intersectionwith the resonant tongue surface (not shown), and the bifurcations onto the internally resonant
responses. The boxes show the internally resonant regions in detail. As in Fig. 7, the parameters used here are: m¼ 0:04418 kg, ωn1 ¼ 122:04 rad s1,
~ωn1 ¼ 123:9 rad s1, ν11 ¼ 1:417 107 kg m2 s2, γ11 ¼ 1:188 104 kg m1 s2, γ31 ¼ 1:069 105 kg m1 s2, ζ1 ¼ ~ζ1 ¼ 0:002, V1 ¼ 0:015 mm and
V3 ¼ 0:01 mm. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)
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dynamic behaviour, and the points at which an internal resonance is triggered.6. Conclusions
In this paper, the phenomenon of phase-locking between modes, and its inﬂuence on internal resonance has been
considered in detail. In particular, using the example of a taut cable, expressions for both phase-locked and phase-unlocked
backbone curves were developed. This analysis was initially based on two modes – one in-plane and one out-of-plane. From
this it was shown that phase-locking may only occur between corresponding modes, i.e. the ath in-plane and ath out-of-
plane, while two non-corresponding modes do not exhibit phase-locking. Both the phase-locked and the phase-unlocked
cases lead to mixed-mode backbone curves that bifurcate from single-mode backbone curves. However, these mixed-mode
backbone curves are distinct as, notably, no speciﬁc phase-condition between the linear modes is present for the phase-
unlocked case.
Taking a general, two-mode, weakly nonlinear system, a stability analysis was used to show that phase-locking is
necessary for an internal resonance to occur. Considering the out-of-plane forced responses of the cable, it was shown that
the mixed-mode, phase-locked backbone curves correspond to internally resonant interactions, whereas the phase-
unlocked backbone curves do not. This stability analysis was also applied to the cable system to demonstrate that the
resonant tongue, described using the analysis, could accurately predict the onset of internal resonance.
As phase-unlocked interactions do not lead to internal resonance, it might, at ﬁrst, appear that they are of little interest in
the analysis of nonlinear behaviours. However, in the ﬁnal section of this paper, it was demonstrated that the presence of
phase-unlocked modes may lead to stiffening effects in the system. These were shown to inﬂuence the internally resonant
responses observed between other, phase-locked, modes. This was demonstrated by extending the two-mode model of the
cable, where corresponding in- and out-of-plane modes exhibit phase-locked responses, to include a third, phase-unlocked,
out-of-plane mode. The stiffening effect of this third, phase-unlocked mode was shown to cause an apparent shift in the
response frequency of the interactions between the other modes.
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this frequency shift was demonstrated to be constant. The more realistic case, where the response of the third mode varies
under forcing, was then shown to exhibit more complex behaviours. However, these behaviours were accurately predicted
by the analytical descriptions of the unforced, undamped equivalent responses, and the onset of internal resonance was
predicted using the resonant tongues. This demonstrated that, while the phase-unlocked modes do not lead to internal
resonance, they can alter the nature of the internal resonance between phase-locked modes.Acknowledgements
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In this work we use the second order normal form technique, originally developed by [5], to apply a nonlinear transform
to Eq. (1) that removes harmonic terms leaving just the resonant terms – written h and u respectively. Note that second
order refers to the order of the differential equations, in this normal form approach the usual transformation to state-space
coordinates (see for example [21,19]) is avoided, instead the transforms are applied directly to the oscillator equations
resulting in more compact expressions [15,4]. Considering the transformation of the modal equation of motion to the
resonant equation of motion, Eq. (3), with the restrictions that the damping is modal and the forcing in any mode is near-
resonant. The derivation to ﬁnd Nu and hðuÞ involves Taylor series expansions allowing the degree of accuracy (and resulting
complexity) to be selected. Discussions on accuracy are given in [5,20]. Adopting the ﬁrst degree of accuracy gives the
approximation NðuþhðuÞÞ NðuÞ ¼Nðup;umÞ where the transformed coordinates have been split using u¼ upþum,
resulting in a trial solution of the form given in Eq. (2). By writing Nðup;umÞ ¼ nu allows N to be separated into the vector
u, which is of length L and contains all the combinations of upi and umi, and the matrix n, containing the corresponding
coefﬁcients. The transform and transformed nonlinear terms may then be written as hðup;umÞ  hu and Nuðup;umÞ  nuu,
where the approximations indicate that higher-order Taylor series terms have been neglected. For the ith mode (of N) and
the ℓth element in u the relationship between n, h and nu is given by
ni;ℓ ¼ nu;i;ℓþβi;ℓhi;ℓ with: βi;ℓ ¼
XN
n ¼ 1
ðspnℓsmnℓÞωrn
  !2ω2ri; (A.1)
where s is deﬁned via the general form for the ℓth element in u,
uℓ ¼ ∏
N
n ¼ 1
uspnℓpn u
smnℓ
mn
 
: (A.2)
When βi;ℓ ¼ 0, the term is resonant and we set ni;ℓ ¼ nu;i;ℓ, otherwise the term is placed in the transform using h

i;ℓ ¼ ni;ℓ=β

i;ℓ.
Note that we generate matrix β with the ½i;ℓth element being βi;ℓ however this cannot be used in matrix multiplications as
the relationship with n is indicial. See, for example, [5,15,4] for a derivation of the expressions presented above. These
references also deal with the case where the forcing is non-resonant and the damping is not necessarily resonant.References
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